
Holiday Doves

This is a super simple project, no special skills are needed. You will be learning a 
little bit of needle felting and wet felting. We suggest making these in multiples, 

they look so sweet all lined up in a row. You can also change out the 
embellishment on their neck to fit different holidays throughout the year. 

 
These are all of the supplies that come in our Dove kit.



You will need: 

-One , 3'' and One, 1'' Styrofoam ball per dove
–   A 6'' strand of off white roving wool

– A 1'' strand of red roving wool in red and a ¼'' strand in dark gray
–   1 round tooth pick

–  A 1'' by 2'' piece of green felt
–  1 roving needle

–  White glue, any kind
–  A 1'' by 1'' square of heavy off white felt

–   2 tiny black beads
or all of the above comes in our kit for $10

–   Off white thread and a needle small enough to go through beads
–  Dish washing soap
– Sharpie fine tip pen

–   3 or 4 glass head pins

Needle felting is a process of creating felt, nonwoven, fabric with carded 
wool(roving).  It is accomplished by piercing cross grain wool with a barbed 

needle and compacting the carded wool into felt.

Making the Doves Body:

Begin by flattening the bottom of the larger styrofoam ball by pushing down to 
flatten the bottom slightly.  You may also use a small pearing knife and cut a 

small amount to flatten the ball. You just want it flat enough for the dove to stand 
up flat. Next you will cut the smaller ball in half.  Smear the cut(flat) surface with 
white glue and place on the top of the large ball for the doves head.  Refer to the 
photo for placement.  Use a few straight pins to hold in place and let dry. *If you 
have purchased our kit the last few steps are done for you. Once the glue is dry 

begin roving the head and body by shredding the wool into a thin sheet like 
sections. Lay the wool over the entire dove.  Repeat the process multiple times, 

each time you lay the wool over the doves body reverse the direction of the grain 
of the wool so that the grains are at right angles with each layer. 



Using your needle felting tool, pierce the wool in short motions.  The process is 
that the barbs on the needles compact the wool and create a wool fabric. 

Continue until you have a thin layer of wool covering the entire dove, bottom as 
well. It won't be entirely flat and molded to the base yet. We will do that with the 

next process which is wet felting. 

Wet Felting the Dove:

This is the easiest ans most fun part, if you want little ones to help, they can do 
this. Pour a little bit of warm-hot (not hot enough to burn anyone)water into a 
small bowl. Dunk your dove lightly all over on the hot water. Place a tiny dot of 

dish soap it in one hand and spread it onto both hands. Pick up your dive and rub 
it between both hands, turning it to get all sides. You will have to do it for about a 
minute and than you will see that the roving has become fitted around your dove. 

Don't worry about rinsing it. Set it aside and let it dry a bit and than you can 
continue. 



Tail: 
  Make yourself a tail pattern, by drawing a U, about 1.5-2” high. Use the tail 

pattern and make a template from heavy paper. Trace onto your wool felt square 
with a sharpie fine tip pen and cut out. Pin the tail to body, using our photo of the 
finished dove . Use your roving needle and a little bit of your roving wool attach 

the tail to the body.  Refer to photo for placement. 

Eyes:
  Make sure your needle and thread are small enough to go through the eye of 

your beads before you begin.  Use glass head pins and stick the pins in where you 
want the eyes to go. Mark a tiny dot where the pins are so you know where to 

sew the eyes on. Make a knot at the end of your thread and pierce the needle on 
one eye mark.  Exit the needle on the other eye.  String the bead onto the needle 
and exit the needle on the other eye.  String the second bead and exit the needle 

on the opposing eye.  Make a small knot under the bead and cut thread.



Beak:

Put a little bit of glue on the tip of your toothpick. Twist the dark gray roving wool 
around the last ¼'' of the tooth pick.  You will want the wool to be wound very 

tightly so that it stays in place.  Cut the tooth pick to about a ½'' length,(the part 
that has the wool on it)  Place a pin where you wish to have the beak and mark 
with your sharpie.  Place a small amount of white glue on cut end of tooth pick 

and push into head where you marked for the beak.

Holly Berry & Leaves

  Make a red wool ball from your red wool.  You will want the ball to be about 
twice the size of the size you want the ball to end up being. Place a small drop of 
dish washing soap in the palm of your hand.  Dip the wool ball in hot water. (Just 
like we did for the Dove body)  Use just enough pressure between your two hand 
to hold the ball and roll the ball between the palms of your hands.  If you use too 
much pressure the ball will flatten so use a light touch.  As the ball gets smaller 
you may use a little more pressure. Roll until the ball/berry is the size you want. 
Set aside to dry.



 Make a heavy weight paper template of holly leaf and trace with sharpie fine tip 
onto green felt.  Cut out 2 or 3 leaves. The decorations on the doves neck may be 
stitched or pinned into place. We just pinned ours, that way you can remove them 

and add new decorations to fit the different Holidays throughout the year!



This pattern is courtesy of the Piper's Girls of Piper's Quilts
www.pipersgirls.com

http://www.pipersgirls.com/

